Familiar song with a "two-string mix." Listen carefully to what you are playing. You will know the song if you are playing it correctly.

If you have played the song accurately and still do not know the name of the song, chances are that you are not really listening to what you are playing. There may also be the chance that your guitar is so out of tune that despite your best efforts, no recognizable music is emerging from your instrument. Check the tuning.

There are tone-deaf people in the world. To the best of my knowledge, there is no real cure for tone-deafness. Luckily, this hereditary problem occurs in a very small proportion of human kind. In over forty years of teaching, I have only run into a few students who had this malady. Generally, totally tone deaf people are not interested in playing or for that matter, listening to music. It most likely gives them no joy.

If you have recognized the song and learned how to play it musically, notice how easy the process seems to be. It will also feel easier to play a song which you know because your ear is always anticipating the next note.

See Lesson 3c for instructions on tuning the 2nd string.
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